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Abstract  

An aggregate model empirically tends to yield better results when there is a significant diversity among the models. 
Therefore, many ensemble methods seek diversity among the models they combine. A Human Pose Skeleton is a graphical 
representation of a person's orientation. Human Body Pose Estimation (HBPE) and Human Body Posture Recognition (HBPR) have 
come a long way in the last ten years. Gaining access to massive quantities of data, using the Kinect camera, and using neural 
networks, especially deep convolutional neural networks (deep conv-nets), have all led to interesting success in these fields. In this 
paper, we propose an ensemble model for recognizing human body posture. 
 
Keywords: Human Body Pose Estimation (HBPE), Human Body Posture Recognition (HBPR), Deep Convnets, Ensemble Model. 
 
Introduction 

In the fields of HBPE and HBPR, tremendous progress has been made. In order to shape the body, pose skeleton, HBPE 
estimates the human body joints and the connections between pairs of adjacent joints in a picture. HBPR is a classification system for 
human postures (i.e., sitting or standing). These two fields may be applied to a wide range of situations. They may be used to decipher 
human emotions[2], a process known as body language. Body language recognition has the potential to significantly increase human-
machine interaction. Another source of human-robot interaction may be body hand movements [3]. Driver assistance systems and eye-
gaze estimation systems can also benefit from head pose estimation. HBPE and HBPR are also used in robotics [5], action recognition 
[6], video games, simulations, virtual reality, and analysing the success of an exercise or a dance step. 

 
Related Work 

[1] Z. Cao, T. Simon, S. E. Wei, and Y. Sheikh, “Realtime multi-person 2D pose estimation using part affinity fields,” 
CVPR, 2017 We offer a method for detecting the 2D stance of numerous persons in an image quickly. To learn to link body parts with 
persons in the image, the method employs a nonparametric representation known as Part Affinity Fields (PAFs). The design encodes 
global context, enabling for a greedy bottom-up parsing phase to achieve real-time performance while maintaining high accuracy, 
regardless of the number of individuals in the image. Through two branches of the same sequential prediction process, the architecture 
is designed to jointly learn part locations and their associations.In the inaugural COCO 2016 key-points competition, our technique 
came in first place, outperforming the previous state-of-the-art result on the MPII Multi-Person benchmark in both performance and 
efficiency. 
 

[2] T. Randhavane, U. Bhattacharya, K. Kapsaskis, K. Gray, A. Bera, and D. Manocha, “Identifying Emotions from Walking 
using Affective and Deep Features,” arXiv:1906.11884, 2019.  We introduce a new data-driven model and algorithm for detecting 
people's moods based on their walking patterns. We extract a person's walking gait in the form of a series of 3D poses from an RGB 
video of them walking. Our goal is to use gait traits to categorise a person's emotional state into one of four categories: happy, sad, 
furious, or neutral. Deep features learned using LSTM on labelled emotion datasets are used in our perceived emotion identification 
method. In addition, we combine these data with affective features derived from gaits through the use of posture and movement cues. 
A Random Forest Classifier is used to classify these attributes. We show that our mapping between the combined feature space and 
the perceived emotional state accurately identifies the perceived emotions with an accuracy of 80.07 percent. Our method predicts the 
values of perceived valence and arousal from gaits in addition to distinguishing specific categories of emotions. We also provide the 
“EWalk (Emotion Walk)” dataset, which contains of videos of people walking with different gaits and emotions identified. To our 
knowledge, this is the first gait-based algorithm that can detect felt emotions from recordings of individuals walking.  
 

[3] P. Halarnkar, S. Shah, H. Shah, and J. Shah, “Gesture Recognition Technology: A Review.” International Journal of 
Engineering Science and Technology, 2014, vol 4, pp. 4648-4654. 

 
Gesture Recognition Technology has progressed significantly over time. The current Human-Computer Interface approaches 

and their disadvantages, which limit the speed and naturalness of the human brain and body, have been witnessed in the past. As a 
result, since the early 1900s, gesture recognition technology has evolved with the goal of attaining ease and reducing reliance on 
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devices such as keyboards, mouse, and touchscreens. Natural gestures have been combined with the technology around us to enable us 
to make the best use of our body gestures, making our job faster and more human-friendly. This sector has seen a lot of progress 
recently, from virtual keyboards and video game controllers to advanced security systems that use face, hand, and body recognition 
algorithms. The goal is to make full use of body movements and every angle formed by body components in order to augment 
technology and make it more human-friendly by understanding natural human behavior and gestures. The future of this technology is 
bright, with prototypes of incredible devices in the works to supply the globe with digital knowledge whenever and wherever it is 
needed.  
 
A. Proposed System 

 We proposed an ensemble model for Human Body Posture Recognition based on RGB images.  
 The proposed model was designed by stacking the classification layer of two main approaches together, which were both 

implemented by deep conv-nets.  
 One was based on transfer learning on a deep conv-net (end-to-end approach) and the other was based on extracting the body 

joint coordinates from a deep conv-net (the pose estimator) and then feeding them to a decision tree-based classifier (body joint 
approach). 

 As for the end-to-end approach, we performed transfer learning with Image-net[19] weights on VGG16 and Mobile-Net. In 
body joint approach, we used a gradient boosting library called XG-Boost 

 
B. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: System Architecture 
 

METHODOLOGY 
Our model's key building block and fundamental feature is deep conv-nets. To distinguish postures, we use deep conv-nets in 

two different ways. We first use them in a full-fledged training scenario. With our gathered dataset of RGB images, we perform 
transfer learning with Image-net weights on deep conv-nets to identify five different postures. Second, we estimate human body joints 
in RGB images using a pre-trained deep conv-net [1] (pose estimator). We use these coordinates to train a decision tree-based 
classifier for classification among five classes using the pre-trained pose estimator, which has been trained to calculate a total of 17 2D 
joints coordinates. Both variants are investigated in various settings.  

 
For a better classification outcome, the classification layers of both variations are stacked together and fed to a logistic 

regression unit. This paper's transfer learning, training, and experiments are focused solely on RGB images from our collected dataset 
and human body joint coordinates extracted from these images, implying that the model does not include depth images or any sensor. 
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IMPLEMENTATION 

 
 

Figure 2: Home Screen 
 

 
Figure 3: Capture Video 

 

 
Figure 4: Frame Conversion 

 
Converts the video into number of still images called frames 

 
Figure 5: Posture Recognition 
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CONCLUSION 
We proposed an ensemble model for Human Body Posture Recognition using RGB images in this paper. The proposed 

model was created by combining the classification layers of two main methods, both of which were implemented using deep 
convolutional networks. Human Body Pose Estimation (HBPE) and Human Body Posture Recognition (HBPR) have improved 
significantly in the past decade. Gaining access to huge amounts of data, Kinect camera, neural networks and specifically deep 
convolutional neural networks (deep conv-nets) have led to fascinating success in these fields.  
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